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The native is born in the star Sravana 2nd pada rasi being makara.
In this chart sani is retrograde. Kuja is combust i.e. near to ravi
though in different signs. In this chart both ravi, chandra and Ketu
Meditation (Dhyana) are posited in their own stars, uttarashada and sravana. In the
bhava chakra Ketu in in the 2nd house (naturally Rahu in the 8th
house), ravi is in the 11th house. The remaining planets occupy
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becomes a mountain of knowledge in his old age. In normal
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circumstances, the person of this chart will have a poverty
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stricken existence. Due to sukra very near to mid point in lagna
such a position is avoided. He has good amount of richness,
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pleasures, vehicles, domestic properties, a good mother. And also
he is considerate towards those who do not have these. There is
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some problem with his brothers/sisters and friends that the native
has to spend amount for them also. When angry or shy, he forgets
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options
to finance, fine arts, computers and anything that is kept as secret.
He has good children and there is also income from ancestral
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properties. He has some what gambling tendency and all the
ancestral or accumulated wealth may disappear if he does not take
proper care. He should always be considerably away from alcohol
and habit forming drugs. Even costly or nonsense hobbies like
collecting matchboxes, conch shells will go into his head. He
wants to anything and everything to perfection. Yet, by God's
grace he has been given the resources, strength, will power. He
always complains that 24 hours of the day are not enough. The
main drawback in his life is the presence of Rahu in the 8th.
Sudden illness, colic pains, operations in the middle stomach,
horrible dreams, mysterious attraction towards para normal
psychic things. From such interest he does not gain anything. It is
better to avoid such harmful curiosity towards para -normal things,
throughout his life.
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Rahu dasa - Kuja bhukti 20-02-2008 to 10-03-2009: What else it is, if
it is not the time when he approaches astrologers? Not, completely
true, as some do not approach astrologers not consult any well
wishers. Some make mistakes without such consultations. Some
simply take some advice and yet are unable to come out of their
confusions. In other words, this is the time when the native is
confused. Complete Rahu dasa was the worst period. But it also
gave good development in the profession. Hard work, sudden
illness, accidents involving stomach and feet were there. Being
the last bhukti of Rahu dasa, this is the time of confusion. The
confusions are related to change of place, relationship with
brothers/sisters and friends and also change of jobs. It should be
noted here that neither Rahu nor kuja are posited in the adverse
positions. As such, kuja continues to give good results related to
the above concepts yet there is confusion. The native is advised
not to take up any new ventures, change job nor do any thing
important during the last six months of this bhukti. Even if he has
to take a decision which is forced upon him like deciding the
feasibility of a project in the office, he should consult his well
wishers and should not take any decision all by himself. The
reason being the is confused by many arguments and his thinking
pattern is terribly down. Kuja is the sub lord over lagna, 4th, 5th
and 10th houses and star lord over 7th and 11th cusps. Though he
owns good houses he is not a good functional benefic being
posited in the houses of dire losses. During this period the
problems are related to property matters, wrt children and
speculation, profession, marital life and also he is worried about
his prestige and health. Contentment evades the native during this
bhukti. As seen from navamsha chart, this is the worst period in
the married life. Professional life is better, though there is too
much of work. There is good development of children during this
time. Relationship with brothers/sisters and friends is strained to
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some extent. There are some gains or acquisitions of properties,
wood, furniture etc., Most of the amounts earned is spent for his
brothers/sisters and friends or traveling.
During this bhukti Sani transits in simha
which is called astama sani. Since, the
lagna and rasi are ruled by sani, this
transit does not cause any problems.
Actually, he will be able to take a firm
decision for which he was struggling for
a long time. This transit also gives the
native good health. There will also be
some bitter feeling as he has to close relationship with somebody
either due to natural reasons or due to misunderstandings which
gives some pain to his heart. But in a long run, he will realise that
whatever happened during astama sani for for his good only. Rahu
in kumbha and Ketu in simha cause mental worries, irritability and
also some element of fear from strangers, thieves and this also
gives the native interest in spirituality. Yet, there will be lot of
confusion and indecision due to this transit. This means only sani
desires to give stability while the bhukti and the transit of nodes
are against it. So, he will be fluctuating between these two! From
06.05.2008 Rahu enters in makara and Ketu kataka. This relieves
the native from lot of tension and the negative thoughts are
subdued. There will be minor misunderstandings with wife during
this transit. Guru in dhanus in the beginning of the bhukti. Though
this can not be called gurubala, the own house position of guru
protects the native by making him philosophical, lazy or detached
at times. This position works as a guarantee against losses, thefts
and bitter disappointments. It should be noted here that guru
aspects the 8th, sani and Ketu, controlling the situation. Financial
problems due to over investments and heavy expenditure due to
big generosity, education of children and hobbies are seen when
Guru transits in makara which is the neecha position from
11.12.2008 to 02.05.2009. During this period it is better to recite
mantras for Lord Ganesh or Durga mata. Since there are no
severity in effects, he can recite any mantras of his choice, related
to above Gods.
Guru dasa - Guru bhukti 10-03-2009 to
28-04-2011: This is the beginning on the
new dasa of guru. This dasa goes on for
the next 16 years. The dasa gives
profits,
good
relationship
with
brothers/sisters, frequent visits to
temples and holly places (particularly
those which have ashram or a river
nearby), birth of issues, good courage and also an inclination to
help his brothers/sisters and friends. Since guru is 2nd lord in the
3rd as well as the 11th lord, during this period, the properties are
obtained wherein the brothers/sisters are partners. This
combination is seen in agricultural families wherein all the
brothers pool their resources and help one another. Guru is the
2nd and 8th sub lord in the 3rd which confirms the above. In this
deal there is much of loss than investments to the native. Finally,
by the end of the dasa there will some enmity with his brothers / ill
health and the like. Since guru is the 9th cusp star lord, the native
will be religious more and more and he enjoy his life (unlike Rahu
dasa) to the full extent. The above are the results of guru dasa
apply in full to the own bhukti. Most of the results during this
bhukti will on mental level and no concrete development is seen.
During this bhukti Transit Sani is in
simha. This position is called saptama
sani, which should cause relationship
problems with wife and partners. As
both the rasi and lagna lord is sani,
there will only be small amount of
problems. It also gives increased good
health to the native and also makes him
submissive to the wishes of his wife. Sani enters kanya the 9th
sign from rasi on 11.09.2009. Expenditure due to ill health, loss of
prestige, anti religious feelings and some persecution are seen
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during this transit. These come as a lesson to the native and not
as punishments. Rahu in makara, Ketu in kataka at the beginning
of the bhukti. The native is prone to allergic diseases and also he
finds it difficult to sleep and relax during this transit. Rahu move
into dhanus & Ketu into mithuna from 03.11.2009. This is a
dangerous period for investments, as he is prone to losses due to
deception. There will also be some amount of disappointment due
to children. His hobbies do not flourish and intelligence at the
rock bottom. He is more attracted towards occult sciences.
During this period guru transits from makara to meena rasis. The
transit in makara rasi [at the beginning of the bhukti and also from
31.07.2009 to 20.12.2009] is truly bad, particularly for investments.
He is more pensive and unable to relax during this transit. The
transit in kumbha [from 03.05.2009 to 30.07.2009; from 21.12.2009
to 02.05.2010 and from 01.11.2010 to 18.11.2010] though not called
guru bala, is the time that gives the native increased health,
prestige and moral courage. The transit in meena which is own
sign from 03.05.2010 to 31.10.2010 and from 08.12.2010 till the end
of bhukti is the period when he has excellent financial position, a
good mood to enjoy life, good devotion to Gods and elders. The
family problems, misunderstandings will be successfully sorted
out during this transit.
Guru dasa - Sani bhukti 28-04-2011 to 0811-2013: In this case, the bhukti lord is
aspecting the dasa lord and the results
of bhukti lord will be more prominent.
The native has ill health, loans and
service problems during this time. The
health problems will be more. They take
a lot of time to cure. Also, the native will
realise good sums of money from savings, employer or
compensation given to him. There would be some removal of
teeth, a protruding bone in the hips or neck from minor operation.
Though the bhukti is not good, it is not bad altogether. Simple
recitation of mantras for Lord Shiva will be most beneficial. There
will also be some shortage of funds at his disposal and the returns
from his properties come down. Sani being the sub lord of the 12th
cusp in the 6th causes vipareeta rajayoga. The litigations, loans
and will be settled during this bhukti. The diseases will be cured
during this period i.e. he will get diseases and the same are cured
during this time. The relationship with wife is quite good. There
will also be some minor increase in monthly income. The native
will have extra expenditure due to his children like education fees.
The native becomes more religious and spends some amount of
religious causes and functions. The relationship with
brothers/sisters or friends is at the worst and somehow the people
in the office will come to know about this. He is misunderstood in
the office or teased on the pretext. He is mentally slow and dull to
understand. No examinations will be successful. A loan will be
taken towards vehicle and yet he will not use this one. There is
love and hate relationship with his parents. Blood pressure,
anemia bother the native during this time. In ekadasamsha the
lagna lord is in the 8th and so this is not a good time to make
investments.
Sani transits in kanya and tula during
this bhukti. At the beginning of the
bhukti and from 15.05.2012 to 05.08.2012
sani is in kanya. From 17.11.2011 to
14.05.2012 and from 06.08.2012 till the
end of bhukti sani transits in tula. Kanya
transits is found to be a bit adverse, as
descried in the earlier bhukti. The transit
in exalted tula position is good as it gives new avenues in the
profession. New challenges will also be there. There is also the
possibility of change of job which at the beginning is a bitter
experience but is for the benefit of the native. Transit sani aspects
his natal position from here. There will also be some health
problems, neck to neck competition in the profession during this
transit. No shanti is required but he should handle the
professional problems with caution and patience. Till 02.05.2011
Rahu in dhanus Ketu in mithuna. From 03.05.2011 to 14.01.2013
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Rahu in vrischika Ketu in vrishabha. Both these transits produce
losses in investments and speculation, minor clashes with
children and also expenditure due to ill health. No shanti or japa is
required but some caution is required in dealing with above
matters. From 15.01.2013 till the end of bhukti in Rahu in tula,
Ketu in mesha. Domestic problems like ill health to mother, never
ending repairs to house and household things and also
professional frustration trouble the native.
Under any
circumstances, he should quit the job unless he finds the other
one. Regular recitation of any mantra of his choice for
Nagadevata, Hanuman will help a lot during this period. Guru
transits in meena, mesha, vrishabha and
mithuna during this long bhukti. The
transits in meena, mesha and vrishabha
are favourable to the native. Expansion
of friendship, influence, favourable
shift/transfer, acquisition of properties,
well being of children are seen during
these transits. But the transit from
01.06.2013 till end of bhukti in mithuna causes loans and ill health
to the native. During the transit of guru in mithuna, it is better to
donate some amount to temples, do annadanam or help poor
students (little children below 10th standard) in their school fees
or feeding the cows and other animals. Social service, physical
seva in a temple can also be considered. It is good to read any
gospel like Sai charita everyday some pages.
Guru dasa - Budha bhukti 08-11-2013 to
14-02-2016: This is the conjoined period
of 2nd lord in the 3rd and also budha the
8th lord who is in the 11th. This turns
out to be a bad period which has
sufferings more like severe losses in
investments and property dealings,
sever health problems, unfavourable
shifting or transfers etc., It should be noted that budha is not in the
adverse position from the dasa lord and also dasa lord aspects the
bhukti lord. As such, the results are fully amenable to remedial
measures. There will be good events like realisation of some
amounts, increase of salary are also seen. There will be good
relationship with all family members. Budha bhukti also features
excellent development of children and also more expenditure
towards the same. Remedial measures like recitation of Vishnu
Sukta or Purusha sukta or beeja mantra for budha are
recommended here. It is better to do shanti for budha at the start
of the bhukti. Since budha is the 6th sub lord in the 11th, the native
falls into habit of taking loans for one reason or the other. There
will also be over investments and consequent shortage of funds
for day to day activities. There is also purchase of properties for
which he takes funds from banks or employer. He is wise in
making the properties and unwise while he purchases domestic
goods. Take to be taken to restrict his habit of frequently going on
loans. He does not want to plan for his future but enjoy more in life
and this laxity lands him in trouble during this bhukti. Budha is the
12th cusp star lord and this shows over investments and willful
indulgence in over-spending. This should be taken care of right
from the start of the bhukti. The relationship with wife is excellent
but there will be some health problem to the native that causes
minor worries to the native. The native takes up multiple
responsibilities and completes them successfully during this
bhukti. Greatest pleasure is that the children do perform well in
studies. Relationship with friends, brothers and sisters is
excellent. There will not be any success in further education but he
can have a refresher course (i.e. recollecting already accumulated
knowledge and gaining more insight in the subjects he already
knows). It is better not to purchase vehicles, costly dresses during
this time.
At the start of the bhukti Sani is in tula.
This is the transit in the 10th house
wherein the lagna lord is exalted. As
such, there will be more challenges in
professional circles and he will come
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out with flying colours after each such
episodes. On 04.11.2014 sani enters vrischika, which is a
favourable transit in the 11th house. This brings much needed
recognition and success in all spheres of life. The diseases are
cured and loans are cleared. During this period, nodes transit in
three houses. At the beginning of the bhukti Rahu is in tula and
Ketu in mesha. This causes professional frustrations and frictions
in the office. There will also be domestic anxieties during this
transit. Rahu enters kanya on 14.07.2014 and Ketu enters meena.
Father's ill health and loss of courage, strains in traveling and
confusion, forgetfulness are the results of this transit. From
09.01.2016 till the end of the bhukti, Rahu transits in simha and
Ketu in kumbha. This is a potential transit that causes accidents,
cuts and wounds. As the bhukti is also of 8th lord, the native is
prone to accidents caused by cats, tigers, government vehicles
and fire. It is also possible he is dragged into court battle by the
government. Extreme caution is needed while dealing with the
representatives of government like tax officials. It is desirable that
shanti for Rahu and budha is done during this transit. It is
beneficial to recite the beeja mantras for Rahu and budha during
this period. Guru transits in mithuna, kataka and simha during this
time. The transit results of Guru in mithuna are already described
in the earlier bhukti. This transit makes the native argumentative
and also much of the amount is spend in clearing the loans. Also,
new loans are raised to simply keep the prestige. From 20.06.2014
guru in kataka, exalted and this successfully kills the adverse
effects of the bhukti. During this transit, he can expect all round
success, good understanding with wife and also increase in
monthly income. Since the dasa lord is exalted, there will be
acquisition of properties and domestic things also. From
15.07.2015 guru in simha is the worst transit, particularly when the
adverse bhukti is going on. All failures, health problems, losses in
ventures are the results. During this transit shanti for guru is a
must. The native should recite beeja mantra for guru during this
time, at least 18 times a day.
Guru dasa - Ketu bhukti 14-02-2016 to
20-01-2017: Ketu is in the 2nd house
while guru is in the 3rd being in the 12/2
position. This is the melancholic period.
Like the previous period, this is also the
conjoined period of 2nd and 3rd
significators which causes wounds and
hurts. But as both are the benefics, this
period shows spiritual development. Ketu represents kuja, guru
and sani. The results are the same as that of guru bhukti, the first
bhukti of guru dasa described earlier. As he represents kuja the
relationship with friends, brothers and sisters causes worries.
There will be some minor misunderstandings with them.
Confusion and financial worries are also there. The native has to
borrow from his friends, brother/sisters against his wishes. Also,
the domestic sphere is damaged due to frequent visits of close
relatives. For some reason, there is loss of contact with wife.
Either she is away for some reason beyond control (and not due to
any problem with her husband) or that the situation will be that he
is unable to talk to his wife. He is elevated in his profession and is
in the advisory position, which he does not like. There is not much
of work he has to do. There are no problems in the professional
life. There will be no attachment with children. He does not enjoy
anybody's companionship, be it children, friends. There is some
expenditure due to his brothers/sisters and friends. The period
does not show any intellectual development. He will receive good
gifts from his friends. The advice of parents does not match with
his perception and so a bit of disappointment (not hatred or
misunderstandings) results. There will be frequent repairs to
household articles.
During this bhukti, sani in vrischika
which is a favourable position which
gives success and wealth. Rahu in
simha and Ketu in kumbha predispose
the native towards accidents by the
agents described in the earlier bhukti.
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There will be allergic reactions and
frustrations that cause health problems like frequent infections
and loss of interest in life for no physical reason at all! Added to
this guru in simha causes failures and disappointments in various
ways. The reason is not that there are horrible incidents in his life
during this period, but due to tiredness of living and boredom he
tends to be more pessimistic. The advantage is that guru in the
8th also protects the native from severe mishaps. It is better to do
shanti for guru and Rahu during this period. He should continue
to recite the beeja mantras for Rahu and guru during this transit. In
this transit, there is great spiritual development or consolidation of
what he knows and his experiences. He negates the spiritual
beliefs and supports some. It is a process of spiritual evolution
and people around him frequently mistake him for his seemingly
strange thoughts. Fortunately guru enters kanya on 13.08.2016 and
this makes a true Hindu person with firm belief in God. To put in a
nutshell, this bhukti shows mental lethargy, thinking and
spirituality and does not effect the material world. It is most
unlikely that he takes up any remedial measures also till
13.08.2016 due to lack of firm faith in God.
Guru dasa - Sukra bhukti 20-01-2017 to
21-09-2019: This is the best period of
guru dasa as both dasa and bhukti lords
are benefics both functionally and
naturally. Guru is the 2nd and 11th lord
while sukra is the 4th and 9th lord,
known as yoga karaka. All that he takes
up during this period will be successful.
There will be around development during this time. Building of a
grand house for own use (not investment i.e. letting out or leasing
out), good religious functions in the house, religious trips. A
remarkable promotion and considerable increase in monthly
income, cure from diseases, charisma, enjoyment of good food,
cloths and ornaments are seen. There is one minor draw back. In
the earlier Ketu bhukti, he was dull and pessimistic as well as
religious person. Anybody would have committed suicide or gone
out of sense in such circumstances. As insanity or end of life are
shown in the previous bhukti, he survived. He became more
religious towards the end of previous bhukti. But this bhukti is
totally against spiritual development. He becomes self-centered,
hundred percent materialistic during this period. There is not a
single ounce of devotion to God during this bhukti! All styles, hair
dyeing, scents etc., are there for him to enjoy. There is all health,
wealth and happiness in every respect. And so there is no need
for any God! It does not mean he is anti-Christ but has not time for
pooja etc., If at all he has time, he prays Mahalakshmi,
Venkateshwara swamy or Kubera to make him more rich and give
all pleasures of life. Under any circumstances, he will not commit
any sins also for his own pleasures or benefits. He does help
others who are about to purchase properties and not those who
are hungry. There is also some income from wife. The increase is
salary is not much, but he is offered increase perks and loan
facilities. There is all happiness from children. There is also good
appreciation of properties and investments made in children's
name. Relationship with brothers and sisters is excellent. He may
take up to some hobbies related to enjoyment of life like listening
to music, cinema or reading novels of a particular author.
Purchases of vehicles and costly ornaments are sure to happen.
There will be frequent visits to his parents and also temples of
Vishnu and Mahalakshmi. He wants to travel a lot and stay in all
comfortable hotels. There is slight worries about blood pressure.
Sani transits into dhanus after a week
from the start of bhukti. From 28.01.2017
till the end of bhukti he is in the 12th
from moon sign. Struggles to settle
down, purchase of properties and delay
in getting sleep are the results. From
here sani aspects lagna which is own
sign aspect. Due to that the native gets
contentment in life and a desire to settle down by purchasing a
house. This is the first phase of saade-sathi. Due to this, there will
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be some strange miserly behaviour also. He spends a lot on
purchasing costly shows but wants to save few coins by avoiding
polishing! Up to 06.08.2007 Rahu transits in simha and Ketu in
kumbha. The native is prone to accidents involving vehicles. It is
better to do shanti for Rahu. As dasa/bhukti are good, the
accidents merely give an opportunity to the native to rest. He
wants to rest in a first grade hospital with all equipments and
facilities. Paying a costly medical bill is a prestige issue to the
native! From 07.08.2017 to 22.03.2019 Rahu is in kataka and Ketu
in makara. There is no difference between the results of the
previous transits and this transit. Here the accidents or wounds
are caused suddenly. There is feeling of relief after the accident as
there is the feeling that "if it had happened 10 ft. away under that
bus, it would have been end". The very purpose of the transits of
Rahu in 7th and 8th is to make the native afraid of untoward
incidents. End will not be caused independently by transiting
planets without permission from the significators of 3rd and 8th
hoses in the natal chart. From 23.03.2019 Rahu transits mithuna
and Ketu transits in dhanus. This transit sudden diseases related
to lungs, insect bites and sprains in thigh muscles. This means it
is better to recite rahu beeja mantra from his transit in simha to
vrishabha i.e. till 19.09.2020. During this bhukti guru transits
across kanya, tula, vrischika and dhanus. Guru transits in kanya at
the start of the bhukti. From 13.09.2017 guru enters tula; from
13.10.2018 to 01.04.2019 guru transits in vrischika. From
02.04.2019 to 20.04.2019 guru transits in dhanus, his own sign.
Guru enters vrischika again on 12.08.2019 and stays there till the
end of bhukti. All these are favourable transits in 9th, 10th, 11th
and 12th houses. When guru transits in kanya, the native is lucky
and there are religious functions in his house. The transit in tula is
not considered a favourable transits as it merely makes him
important in his office and people take advantage of his goodness.
Other than good name he would not get any pay rise. The transit
in vrischika is a favourable one when he is successful in all
ventures and his wealth will increase. The transit in dhanus is not
said to be gurubala. However, it does not cause any problems as
it is own sign transit. The native has contentment of life, good
health and enjoys sound sleep.
Guru dasa - Ravi bhukti 21-09-2019 to 09-07-2020: This period is
not concerned with material advancements. For a makara/kumbha
rasi/lagna born shyness, secrecy and aloofness are constant
companions. Even when he wants to authoritatively exert his
presence on others, he will badly fail. When he can display his
talents, the stage is not provided by God and slowly and slowly the
native will forget how to make a public statement! Yet God
provides a form for them also provided ravi is not bad in the chart,
as in this case. Ravi bhukti is a very brief period. People come to
hear him. They suddenly realise a great person is among them!
They never realised. It would have been better if the native had
ravi dasa in the prime of life, ravi dasa starts at his age of 111
years! So, he has to be contented to the sub periods (bhuktis) of
ravi in various dasas. During ravi bhukti of any dasa, he will be
suddenly come to limelight and will go to oblivion after that. As a
matter of fact, for a person under the influence of sani, the
limelight is but glaring light and blaring sound. He just fancied
and got it and then he wants to be left alone, there are good lot of
things to attend to. There will good gains from wife or through the
investments made in wife's name. This is a win and win case
where he and his partner (or wife) are happy and both are
benefited. In case he has any idea of moonlighting his life by
taking part time of job work, this is the time to start such a thing.
Ravi is in his own star and the native gets fair amount of
recognition during this bhukti. It should be remembered here that
ravi is the star lord of 2nd and 8th cusps in the 11th house. This
means, the native is likely to loose some properties, a marginal
amount due to government (like road expansion). Father's health
will be cause of worry. Eye sight problems and headaches are
also seen here. There will also be some compensation from the
government or partition of properties. The native will take up some
insurance or such investment conducted by the government.
There will be some health problem to the wife of the native.
However, these are of minor nature. There is excellent progress in
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the profession and he would occupy a coveted place in the
organisation. There is good progress of children and also the
children will make the native to take up some pleasurable trips.
The period is not good for brothers/sisters of the native. The native
will take up some refresher courses to keep himself fully fit in the
profession. He will also be provided with liberal loan facility to
purchase vehicles and properties. There are some minor clashes
of interest with his parents. The native will have some small health
problems related to urinary tract. This is not infection but some
body malfunctioning which can be corrected with medication.
Strangely enough in the ekadasamsha chart we see that the 8th
lord ravi is in the 9th. This means a curse (a government order) is
narrowly escaped or curse turns out to be blessing where in
makes good amount with marginal losses.
During this bhukti sani transits in dhanus which is the first phase
of saade-sathi. Restlessness, tension and lack of sleep are seen
during this period. However, these will not adversely effect
health. From 25.01.2020 onwards in maraka, he transits in his own
sign. It should be noted here that sani aspects his natal position
also. This brings good returns on investments, relaxation,
slowness to life (without any anxiety), cure from long standing
diseases. So, what to speak of ill the effects of saade-sathi! :
literally no evil effects at all. Rahu in mithuna and ketu in dhanus
during this bhukti cause diseases that get complicated though
they are simples ones. The modern tests also will be misleading in
diagnosis of the problems. It is always better to take second
opinion. During this bhukti guru transits in vrischika, dhanus and
makara rasis. At the beginning of the bhukti, guru is in vrischika.
Guru transits in dhanus from 06.11.2019 to 30.03.2020 and from
01.07.2020 till the end of bhukti. He transits in makara from
31.03.2020 to 30.06.2020. Out of these the transit in makara
wherein he is neecha and in the 12th from rasi is adverse is bad.
The results of transit in vrischika and dhanus have already been
descried in the previous bhukti. During the transit in makara,
restlessness and anti religious thoughts are seen. Seva in temple,
recitation/listing of chamaka and namaka (Rudra prashna) are
recommended.
Guru dasa - Chandra bhukti 09-07-2020 to 08-11-2021: It is a mixed
period of health problems and also improvement of health.
Chandra is the 6th lord causing loans and diseases as well as
service problems. Being in the 12th house, he causes vipareeta
rajayoga which defeats the earlier interpretation. That means he
causes ill health as well as restores health. He causes loans and
professional problems and also restores normalcy. Either the
problems or the solutions are long lived! It alternates frequently.
Added to this, as the bhukti lords is fast moving planet, the mood
of the native changes very fast. He does not require a material
reason to call a day good or bad, it depends on his feelings. As
both the dasa and bhukti lords are natural benefics, at the end of
bhukti no bitter thoughts are left behind. It should be noted here
that chandra is in his own star which helps the native in restoring
the normalcy. Chandra is the 3rd sub lord in the 12th. The
relationship with brothers/sisters will go bad. This also has no
consistency. At a given time the native will not be able to describe
whether he has disease or health, loans or not or whether he is
happy with his brothers/sister. There will be sudden short journeys
which cause frequent ill up sets like cold diseases, loose motion
and joint pains in the waist region.
During this bhukti, sani is transiting in makara his own sign. The
chart is exempt by any side effects of saade sathi. Rahu transits in
mithuna and ketu in dhanus for some time during this bhukti. This
makes the native worried about his investments and also loans.
He should not lend any amount to any one nor stand surety to
others. from 20.09.2020 rahu in vrishabha ketu in vrischika. This
transit causes mild misunderstandings with his children and also
professional frustration to some extent. This is not a good time for
investments. Guru transits in dhanus, makara and kumbha during
this bhukti. At the beginning of the bhukti, guru is in own sign
dhanus. Though it is the 12th from rasi, this does not cause any
evil effects. The native gests sound sleep and there is no
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remarkable loss due to financial transactions. From 21.11.2020
guru enters his neecha position in makara. This causes some
health problems like severe muscular pain due to which he is not
able to walk properly. It gives some strangeness or awkwardness
to his personality. However, these are temporary only. Guru in
kumbha from 07.04.2021 gives good health, talkative power,
philosophical thoughts and increased monthly income.
Guru dasa - Kuja bhukti 08-11-2021 to
15-10-2022: Mood swings, worries
regarding profession and loans end
here. The dasa lord aspects the bhukti
lord. A transfer or shifting of the house
is certain. There will be promotion also.
Good amount of traveling, increase of
prestige are also seen. The native will
purchase properties like lands (not buildings) during this time. If
he cannot purchase land, then he will purchase shares in
agricultural companies. He is full of energy, walks fast, looks
younger to his age and he is bouncing with optimistic thoughts.
None of the problems that he may face (if any) will not make him
sad. He is always inclined to smile, be happy and make others
happy. There is no attraction towards wealth or money. But he
considers his profession and work at utmost goals in his life. Kuja
is the sub lord over lagna, 5th and 10th houses. This confirms that
there are good events related to children, a grant promotion and
good health. Since kuja is the star lord over 8th cusp, he is prone
to some wounds, cuts caused by cows, buffalos and the machines
which move back and forth like a balance, crane etc., There will be
pain and superficial injuries and no serious harm is done. The
native is not able to care for his wife not able to talk to her. He is
neither willing to talk to her nor there is no time left to care her.
The married life due to this, is at its worst. Dasamsha chart
confirms that there is a grand promotion. The children make the
native happy in all respects. There is some income or prize money
(due to hard work, in recognition of talents and this is not a lottery
gain) and happiness from children. The relationship with
brothers/sisters is so so only. This is the time when he talks about
his qualifications, what he learnt than learning himself. There is
purchase of vehicles. The period is not good for his parents. He is
always willing to take up traveling an explore different lands and
cultures and to meet his friends.
During this bhukti sani transits in
makara and the native is not at all
effected by the saade-sathi. It actually
helps the native to settle in life by
purchasing immovable properties. From
30.04.2022 sani enters kumbha which is
also in own sign and it is on the lagna.
This transit brings good health, a
purpose in life and also contentment. There are no side effects of
saade-sathi here also. Rahu is in vrishabha and ketu in vrischika
at the start of the bhukti. This indicates minor losses in business
transactions and also thefts due to negligence. There will also be
minor misunderstandings with children. Rahu enters mesha from
18.03.2022 and ketu in in tula. This causes domestic unrest, short
tempered arguments with other members of family. There will also
be minor frustrations in the professional front. Up to 20.11.2021
guru transits in makara, in neecha position. The native should be
careful about his health during this time. From 21.11.2021 to
20.04.2022 guru in in kumbha. This increases monthly income and
spiritual nature of the native. There is good enjoyment with family
members during this time. From 21.04.2022 he transits in meena
which is own sign in the 3rd from rasi. This gives the native
courage, religious thoughts and also good relationship with his
brothers and sisters.
Guru dasa - Rahu bhukti 15-10-2022 to 09-03-2025: This is the
worst period of guru dasa. It may be recalled that budha bhukti
was also bad for the native. Rahu bhukti is also like that but it is
more severe and also the results come out quite suddenly. The
native is prone to accidents involving electric shock, fire and
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vehicles. Any accidents or wound or hurt happens quite suddenly.
As there is direct aspect from the dasa lord, there are no serious
problems related to or resulting in financial or property problems.
Yet, there is bound to be some tension in the management of
monthly finances and investments due to rahu. There will more
inconsistency in these areas. Rahu is the cusp lord of 7th and 11th
houses. As such, there will be sudden health problems to the wife
of the native. These problem are related to feet and stomach. This
is really bad time and no ventures should be made for investment.
He should not make any arguments against his higher authorities
and government. He should always carry his identity card,
passport, driving license etc., in person as he is required to prove
his identity. His charisma is at the lowest possible level. There will
be tiresome journeys and health problems get aggravates due to
this. Relationship with wife is good. There are some domestic
problems that are caused due to work load and tensions in the
profession. He is not happy with his children and also there could
be some health problems or loans due to them. His respect to his
parents increases more. There is no satisfaction in life during this
bhukti. He always suffers some deficiency. The health problems
related to face and excretory organs are seen during this period as
per shastamsha chart. As rahu is not in the adverse position in the
astamsha chart, there is no danger to life but he is threatened with
such situations. As seen from ekadaksamsha chart, the property
matters cause losses and so such transaction should be totally
avoided. It is imperative to do shanti for rahu at the very start of
the bhukti and also he should the beeja mantra for rahu minimum
18 times a day.
During this bhukti, sani transits in makara (till 17.01.2023) and in
kumbha later on. Both these transits do not cause any adverse
effect of saade-sathi to the native. Till 29.11.2023 rahu is in mesha
and ketu is in tula. This causes domestic problems and frictions
due to the tensions and anxiety caused by the profession. From
14.07.2014 onwards rahu is in meena an ketu in kanya. This
causes short tempered arguments with the family members and
also loss of interest in life. He becomes careless about eating and
dressing. For various reasons (of his own making and not due to
consequences of some incidents) he feels dejected and due to this
becomes suicidal. As such combinations are not seen in the natal
chart, he takes to fast driving, deliberately ignoring the orders of
higher authorities and advice of doctors till the small health
problem becomes difficult to manage. This mentality of not taking
care of body is also suicidal. He should enforce interest in life and
be careful while driving and handling hazardous instruments like
gardening tools. He should avoid habit forming drugs and an urge
to force-start his boring life! During this bhukti guru transits in
meena, mesha and vrishabha. The transit in meena is good one
where he has good mentality and good monthly income. From
23.04.2023 to 01.05.2024 guru in mesha. This is not a good transit
as it causes problems related to building or renovation of the
house. From 02.05.2024 till the end of bhukti in vrishabha is the
period of great devotion to God, thanks giving and outstanding
developments with reference to children. This brings forth punya
from the previous birth. The evil effects of the bhukti are under
perfect control during this transit.
Remedial measures: The remedial measures mentioned in
respective bhuktis should be strictly followed. Generally speaking
the native heads other's advice most of the time. Rahu is the 8th
significator and budha is the 8th lord. Chandra is the 6th lord.
Except rahu, the other two planets are natural benefic. It is better
to worship rahu from now itself with beeja mantra japa, minimum
18 times a day. Also, it is advisable to have one rahu yantra ,if he
can conduct any pooja. Though sani is the lagna lord, he can not
be of much help being in the 6th. In this chart, sukra and kuja are
benefic planets. Guru is eliminated as he owns adverse cusps. If
the stone for kuja, coral of 4-5 carets is used .There will be good
professional development, courage and also profits that can be
termed as immovable properties for the next generation. If
diamond of suitable cents (not American diamond, called zircon)
made is gold can also be used. This bring wealth, happiness,
improvement in education, religious mentality. Both diamond and
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coral can be used together till the end of guru dasa. During coming
sani dasa (09-03-2025 to 09-03-2044) he should not use coral and
can use only diamond. From the start of budha dasa till the end of
life, he can wear both coral and diamond till the end of life.
If satisfied with my analysis, I request you to kindly to recommend
to your friends and relatives.
HARIHI OM
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